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FOREWORD

This report is basedon Archaeological Field Investigations executed
at the "Indian Grinding Roc,ki! betweenMarch 21 and 31, 1961$ ThS projc
was carried out under the provisions of a contract betweenthe Central
California Archaeological Foundation and the California Stat Divjion of
Beachesand Parksa

The project was initiated by Mr, Francis A. Riddeli, State Arholo
gist, to provide information or a proposedstate park, This field work
is the first comprehensivestudy of its kind at the site, An1al4! The
field work was carried out by the authors with assistancefrom Mr. C. Thiry,
and Dr. L. J. Payen. Thanks is due to Fir. L. A, Readdy for his services
in drafting the final map for this report.

In addition, further appreciation is extendedto Mr. Scapuccin, owner
of the site, for his cooperation in expediting the work in a number of ways
and in providing valuable information concerningthe site, A special
acknowledgmentis due to Mr, Scapuccinoand his late brother for care and
preservationof this particularly outstandingbedrock mortar site. Un
doubtedly it is the most outstanding example of its kind in the western
United States and is certainly a monument to the hunting and gathering
cultures of aboriginal Californians.
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INTRODUCTI ON

Approximately two and one-quarter-miles southwestof the town of
Volcano, at an elevation of 2,340 feet above sea leel, lies a small
valley which has a prominent limestone outcropning see Man #1, This
outcropping, a part of the CalaverasFormation Car1on and Clark 1954,
measures175 feet in overall length and 82 feet wide and has an approximate
surface area of 7,700 square feet. Scatteredon this -outcrop are 1,185
bedrock mortars and a total of 363 petroglyph designs. This archeological
feature will be the main subject of the following study.

In addition to the bedrock mortar feature within the valley, there
are three areas of intensive occupation indicated by midden accumulations
and scatteredartifacts. A surfacecollection madeby us and Mr. Scapuccino
included manos, bowl mortars, metate fragments, cobble pestles, acorn
crackers hammer stones, and cooking stones of soapstonesee Barrett
and Gifford 1933 for description and uses of such artifacts in this region,
At the lower end of the valley, in a gully, occurs a, year around spring
of sufficient size to maintain a reasonablylarge aboriginal population,
Coupled with floral and faunal assemblage,this water supply played an
important role in considerationof the selection of the site by-the
aboriginal people. Th location of Ama_14* is within an areawhich affords
a large variety of seedbeaing plants. Such plants were utilized by
hunting and gathering cultures inhabiting this section of the west slope
of the Sierra Nevada,

The historic population of the areawas the Northern Miwok, who,
along with the central and southern groups, have- been the subject of an
intensive ethnological study by S. A, Barrett and 13, W, Giffcrd 1.933,
A check of this work reveals that a number of seed bearing plants usedh
these peoplewere prepared into a palatable food by pulverization. The
bedrock mortar was the primary tool used for this grinding Barrett and
Gifford 1933: 208-209, 272, The bowl or portable mortar was found in
the possessionof the Miwok, but they claim to have never manufactured
such objects as they were createdby Coyote, thus of supernaturalorigin,
Barrett and Gifford 1933; 272, present the hypothesis that the portable
mortar precededthe bedrock type. The transportation of the heavy
portable grinding stoneswas difficult in the seasonalmovementsfrom -
higher and lower elevations, The invention, they believe, of lhe bedrock
form was from a temporary conveniencewhich came gradually into use,
replacing the older form almost entirely. Evidence is toward a late use
and possibly late developmentof the artifact in the Yosemite area Benny-
hoff 1956 49, 53.58, It is interesting that the mano and metate,bowl
mortar and bedrock mortar grinding tools are all found in association,
at least in occurrenceat Aina-14. Lxcavation of the midden areaspossibly
could shedevidence on the sequenceof use and developmentof these tools
in this area.

The following list, taken from Barrett and Gifford, of plant foods,
has been presentedto give the reader someideaof the types of plants
processedin the bedrock mortar by the Miwok. This list is not complete
and does not necessarily representall varieties or indicate those growing
&n the site area, The nomenclaturewas checkedby State Park Naturalist

*University of California Archaeological Survey record flumber for this site.
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B, W. Heacox using A California Flora, by Philip A. Munz and David D, Keck,
1959, The specimenwere not examiried--only the list was checked. The
fungi were not checked as no ready reference is available.

California Black Oak, Quercuskelloggii
Valley Oak, Quercuslobata - - -
Interior Live Oak,Quercuswizlizenii
Scrub Oak and others, Quercus dumosa var,
Blue Oak, Quercusdouglasii
SlenderWild Oat, Avena barbata
Balsam Root, BalsamoihTzasagittata
Boisduvalia, Bosduvàlia densiflora or var.
Boisduvalia, Bosduvaiia stricta
Ripgut Grass, Bromus rigidus
Red Maids, Calandrinia ciliata var. menziesii
Paint-Brush, Castilleja sp.
Clarkia, C1arkiaunguilata -
Farewell-to-Spring or Summer’s Darling, Godetia amoena
Lobed Godetla, Godetia biloba -
Gunweed, Madia gracilis
Common Madia or Tarweed, Madia elegans
Blazing-Star, Mentzelia sp.
Skunkweed, Navarretia sp.
Valley Tassels, Hentzelia sp,
California Buttercup, Ràuncu1uscalifornicus

The following bulbs and corns were pulverized in the bedrock mortar:

Bolander’s Yampah, Perideri.diabolanderi. formerly
-Eulophus b, - - -
St, John’s Wort, Hypericum formosum var. Scouleri

The, following "greens" were pulverized in a bedrockmortar:

Horseweed,-Erigeron canadensis
SheepSorrel, Rumex asetosefla

The following fungi were pulverized in a bedrock mortar:

Sierra Puffball, Lycoperdon sculptum
White Mushroom, Hélli
Giant Mushroom, Atita

It should be-notedthat the Black Oak Quercuskelloggli acorn was -
most highly favored by the Miwok. We find that the acorn of this oak best
fits the depressionin an acorn anvil recoveredat the site. Coupled with
this is the fact that within the surroundinghills the Black Oak is the
predominantspecies. This leads the authors to believe that this species
was probably most utilized- at the site.

BEDROCK MORTARS -

As has been discussedin the preceding, the bedrock mortar appearsto
have been the primary method of pulverizing various plant foods among the -
historic Mjwo1c Thesemortars are commonly associatedwith occupation sites
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in this part as well as the rest of the Sierras, A check of 101 recorded
sites in Amador and CalaverasCounties, where numbers of mortar pits have
been noted, indicates a range of 1 to 38 holes at a given Site Figure 1.
Information was lacking for larger sites 150 or more pits, but their
number seemsto be few. At Yosemite National Park Bennyhoff 1956: 13
only 3 had significantly greater numbers, Mrp-l77, 85 cups; Tuo-236, 156
cups; and- Mrp-3, 473 cups out of 140 sites. -

The presentsite, Ama-14, has a total of 1,158 mortar holes, The cups
occur for the most part on the level areasof the main rock outcropping,
although a few occur on nearby boulders The mortar pits are round in
horizontal cross section, Only several occurrencesof eliptical-shaped
mortars were noted, Another feature was the occurrenceof a small number
of mortar holes which occurred in natural basin-shapedsolution cavities,

The size range of the mortar pits has been determinedfrom measurement.
of a sample of 250 or approximately one-quarterof the holes at the site,
Diameter of the pits -ranges from under 3 inches smaller examplesmay be
petroglyph elementsor acorn-hulling depressionsto a maximum of 11 inches
Figure 2. The averagediameteris around 6- 1/2 inches, with the majority
of-the pits falling within a 5 to 8 inch diameterrange, The depth range
is from a very slight depressionof 1/4 inch up to a maximum depth of 10
inches Figure 3, The averagedepth reached is 4 3/4 inches, According to
Barrett and Gifford the Miwok frequently abandonedmortar holes at a depth
of 5 inches; although deeperholes were used to crack the shells of certain
seedsand manzanitaberries, An examination of Figure 2 indicates that 46%
of the pits are over 5 inches deep, B-ennyhoff 1956 attributes deeper
holes at some of the Yosemite sites as being due to limited rock surface
for use, advantagesof comfort of- a particular spot and possible ownership
of certain holes, At three sites where sufficient numbers of holes were
over 5 inches, there was indication of limited unusedspace for new holes,
Ama-l4 in some respectshas limited space for new pits, but not all the
surfacehas been usedby any means, It is hard to believe that the space
for new holes was rationed for later use, Emphasison seed processingmay
have been one factor for the developmentof the deepermortars, rather than
limited space for any longer use of an individual pit,

The amount of stone removed from the grinding processis believed to
be of importance. Ultimately such data may be of some value in approaching
the problem of population size and/or duration of occupation of the site,
If volume changerate per unit of meal ground in the mortars in limestone
could be found, an insight into the amount of time and food consumedmight
be obtained, Since at the presenttime we do not know this factor, this
aspectwill not be pursuedbeyond a discussion on determinationof the
total, volume-of stone removedat the site, Such a resulting figure would
also be an -interestingpoint in the interpretive material as the area is
developedinto a park. - -

Time was allowed in our field work for the measuringof 22 pits for
their volume, - In order to arrive at a reasonablefigure several approaches
were used in the calculation of the average amount of stone removed from
the feature, The measurementof the volume was obtained by filling a
selectedgroup of pits with water from a calibrated cylinder Figure 4.
The averagevolume of a pit arrived at from this sample was 1,607cc, This
gives the figure of 10,850 pounds as the averageamount of rock removed
as computedbelow:
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22 measuredby filling with water:
Average+1600cc
extending to all 1,185 pits:

1600cc hole x 1,185 hole x 2.6qm x 0022 lb+10,850 lbs
cc qin

If the 250-hole sample Figur 2 & 3 is approachedby making an attempt
to arrive at an estimateof volume from the dimensions,we have the problem
of the true nature of the configuration of the hole. -The obtainableanswers
with the present data diameterand depth gives two extremes in the possible
volume of rock removed. First, if we calculate the volume, assumingthe
mortar pit to be a cylinder Shape"c",we get 157,5 cubic inches for the
averagepit.

A second approachwould be to assumethat of a mortar being in the
shapeof a cone Shape "a". The averagehole would then contain 525 cubic
inches. Shapes"b" and "a" are clearly the extremes, the approximatevalue
lies betweenthem. Something like shape "b", which is a cylinder with a
hemisphereat the end would give a figure betweenthe two extremes. We
arrive at a volume of 121.4 cubic inches for the averagepit, giving us a
figure of 13,500 pounds as the amount of stone removed from the whole feature.

250 hole sample:
Average diameter=6,5 inches
Average depth4.75 inches

3.142 4.75 = 157,5 in3

3.252 475 = 52,5 in3
3

Shape "c"

Shape "a"

Shape "b" 3,142 1,5 + 3,142 3.25.2/3
49.7 + 71.7 = 121.4 in3

Wt,of limestoneremoved: 121.4 in3 x 1185 holes, x.0938 lb + 13,500 lbs.

Examination-of the mortar pits indicates that they are not a true
cylinder-hemispherein configuration, but more on the or1er of a hyperbola
in cross-section, A more reasonableestimatewould be btween the 10,850
and 13,500 lbs. figure, probably l2LOO lbs. of limestone*groundaway, At
least part of this amount was consumedin the diet of the site’s occupants.
If one assumesthat only a small fraction of the rock was removed in com
parison. to the meal ground, one gets some idea of the amount of food pre
pared during the use of the feature,

*Limestone is taken here to have a specific gravity of 2,60
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PETROGLY PUS

Second interest to the bedrock mortars, the petroglyph aspectsof
Ania-l4, make up an outstandingfeature both from an archaeologicaland
layman’s point of view, To the latter there is.always some air of mystery
involved as to -the meaning of petroglyph symbols, and in many instances
they are erroneouslyreferred to as "hieroglyphics". Before going any
further into the discussion of the petroglyphs themselves, a brief review
of the field methods employed in recording is presentedat this point.

A total of ten days was allotted to the primary field recording of
the mortar rock area, During this time adverseweatherconditions limited
the actual time in the field to six days, Due to these limitations, it
must be pointed out here that in some cases a certain amount of accuracy
had to be sacrificed and some details left out, 1--Jeavy rains required
that the rock areabe cleanedof debris such as leaves, twigs, and other
residue. Standingwater had to be removed from the mortars and low areas
on the surface to enable recording and photography.

Examination of the surface of the outcropping indicated that petro
glyphs were present, but in most caseswere too faint to be adequately
recorded. Attempts were made earlier in the year to employ the "surface
printing" method Fledden:l958, This method was found to be unsatis
factory due to the uneven texture of the stone surface and faintnessof the
glyphs. The only feasible method found to obtain proper completenessin
recordingwas to employ "night lighting" in recording Payen 1959: 67.

Using an artificial light source, such as a gasoline lantern, at night
produces lighting conditions which show contrastsbetweensurfaces. Vary
ing the intensity of the light by moving toward or away from the area
being studied is useful. For sketchesto be made the following day, the
glyphs were chalked;- however, photographscan be taken at night with time
exposuresfor a more accuraterecording.

The rock areaexhibited few designs in natural light, these accounting
for less than a third of the total petroglyphs finally recorded. The
faintness and obscurenature of the majority of the glyphs can be attri
buted to the -relatively fast rate of weathering and- lack of contrast on
the surface of the stone.

Mapping of the distribution of the petroglyphs, mortar holes and rock
outlines was accomplishedby establishing a five by five-foot grid over
the entire surfaceof the outcropping. A datum was establishedon the
southeastcorner of the mortar area. Datum A, an iron rod, was-driven
into the ground 14 feet from the west end of the outcropping, From this
point stakeswere placed at five-foot intervals around the perimeter-of -
the outcrop in magneticnorth-south and east-westdirections, Twine was
strung across the area from each stake to form a grid of five-foot squares
over the entire area see Plate 1. For drawing of more detailed areas
within a unit, a wooden frame divided by string into one-foot squareswas
employed for detail see Heizer 1958: 59. Unit designation was accom
plished by lettering the units A through P on the east-west axis and
numbering 1 through 37 on the north-south axis from Datum A. Each unit
has a specific designation for reference, such as unit 11-22, B-22, etc,
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Photographypresenteda problem in reproducingareasof the surface
due to extremeforeshortening. This limitation was overcomeby use of a
24-foot portable aluminum tower. Plate l,a

The results of the "night lighting" enabledthe recording of 363
individual petroglyph designs, The-primary areaof decorationseemsto
be a band running acrossthe length of the outcropping, This band is
primarily limited to the sloping area less favored for the placement of
mortars but which was ideal for the placement and viewing Of the glyphs
Map -2 and sections.

The other areas of designs are found in the spacesbetweenthe mortar
pits in the areas on the southwest corner and on the east end of the out
crop. Examination of the glyphs indicate that the more elaboratedesigns
occur in the band; the present study does-not attempt any comparisonof
designs betweenareas on the outcropping, but such an analysis might show
some differences. Thirty-seven occurrenceswere noted where mortar-pits
are a part of petroglyphs. A unique occurrenceto the authors’ knowledge,

Description of the various designs* will be handled in a somewhat
different mannerthan has appearedin previous works on petroglyphs in the
western United States. To date, design types or petroglyph elementshave
been described in popular descriptive terms such as spoked wheel, target
and snake Cressman1937: Steward 1929: Payen 1959, These categories
have generally covered a rather wide variation of design types being
described. An example could be best taken from the senior author’s work
Payen 1959 where concentric circles are lumped as one design type.
Designs included under this headingmay vary from a sot of 2 to 12 circles
making up a design,

In- this work each circle element combination would representa
different design; in previous works all circle combinationswere grouped
together. The usefulnessof this classification for showing relationships
and differences areally will not be attemptedhere but will appearat a
later date, perhaps in a somewhatmodified form. The main contribution of
the present study is the description and analysis of data within the bounds
of the site.

The classification here-appliedto the petroglyph complex at Mna-l4
has resulted in the isolation of 14 different figures that were selected
as basic componentsor elements Dots Type A, Box Type B, Circle
Type C, Grooves Type D, Lines Type E, Tracks Type F, Carved
converging lines Type H, Wavy lines Type I, Zigzag line Type 3,
Natural feature Type K, Grid or ladder Type L, Triangle Type M,
Animal Type N, Mortar with petroglyph Type 0. The elements1and coin
binations thereof, produce 85 different design types on the basis of this
classification, The relationship, occurrence,element combinations, and
associationswill be describedand illustrated on the following pages and
charts.

Design Classification and Description:

Type A: A design formed by a shallow depressionor cup varying
from 1/4 to 3 inches in diameter. The depth range of these

*
Design being a unit separatefrom other such units both in construction

and space, can be single element or combination of elements.
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depressionsvaries from under 1/16 inch to a maximum of 1 inch.
Dots occurring at random may in-some-instancesrepresentde
pressionsused as acorn cracking anvils Barrett and Gifford 1933;
210, rather than a petroglyph element; although such elements
do occur as a definite design in the Valley-Sierran series Payen
1959, There are 22 occurrencesat the mortar site where dots are
placed in series to form a more complex design. The dot element
is used in combination with other elementsto create a complex
design. These will be describedunder the description of the
particular design.

Type A: Single dot occurring at random,

Sub-type Al: Dots occurring in a cluster, This
may vary from two to a dozen or more
dots.

Sub-type A2: Dots occurring in a series or straight
line,

Sub-type A3: Dots in parallel series to form a
rectangular pattern,

-Sub-type A4: Dots placed in a circle,

Sub-type A5E: Two dots connectedby a straight line.

Sub-type AI: Two dots connectedby a curved line.

Type B: Rectangular"box-like" element formed by four straight
lines, small in size, and occurring only five times at the site,
Such-elementsare common in connectionwith dot elements at
sites along the Mokelumne River to the south Payen, n,d,.

Type B: Rectangularelement with no modifying elements

Subtype B1A: Rectangularelement-with dot in- center.

Type C: The circle is used as a design or combined as an element
to form a different design, One modification is where the circles
are placed within eachother to form a concentriccircle design,
Dots are sometimesused at the center of a circle or circles to
form what are known as "target" designs.

Type C: Simple circle design.

Sub-type C2: Concentric circle design formed by
two circle elements,

Sub-type C3: Concentric circles formed by three
circles,

Sub-type C4: Concentric circles formed by four circles,
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Sub-type C2A4 Concentric circle of two circles with
outer ring of dots. -

Sub-type CjA’ S.mp1e circle element with a dot at the
center to form a nucleatedcircle,

Sub-type C3A: Concentric.eirclesformed by three
elementswIth a dot at the nucleus
forming a "target" like design,

Sub-type C4A: Concentric circle formed by four circles
with a dot element at the nucleus.

Sub-type C1A
A4: Nucleated circle with outer ring of dots,

Sub-type C1E3: Circle element with radiating lines
- included within the central area. The

design may in some casesrepresentin
complete C2E and C1EA designs partly
obliterated by weathering.

Sub-type C1EA; Circle design with central dot, Several
radiating lines connect both the outer and
inner elements, This type has also been
classedas "spoked wheel" designs in
previous works Cressman1937,

Sub-type C Circle design resembling a "spoked wheel"
but is formed in a somewhatdifferent
manner, Circle is modified by loops on
perimeter to form a flower like effect,

Type D: Design formed by a series of short grooves or bars. The
element is set off from short lines Type 13 due to their width,
which is one-half the length, and do not form a true line in essence,
The design may representa counterpart to groove type elementsat
sites of "Baby Rock type" such as found in the Sacramentoarea Payen
1959, - The groove elementsin a design may vary from three to eight
e1ement,

Type 13: The "13" type designs consist of combinationsof straight
line elementswhich are often combined into more complex groups.
The designs formed by this linear element show less regularity of
line placement in relation to eachother, This results in a wide
range of designswhere no two are identical. Complex figures include
dot elements,but other element types are rarely used.

Sub-type E1: Parallel short lines, varying fron two
to twelve or more-elements.

Sub-type 132: Two groups of parallel lines being grouped
next to each other.

Sub-type 131A: Parallel lines with dot elementsterminating
one or more of the lines.
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Sub--typo E3: Three intersecting straight lines forming
an asterisk-like element,

-Sub-type 134;. Design formed by a main’ line with an evenly
spacedseries of short parallel lines ex
tending at right angles from it, The
design is often referred to as a "rake",

Sub-type 134A: Dcign type E4 with a dot element ter
minating one of the short lines.

Subwtype E: Several short lines intersecting, connecting,
etc., to form a linear design. Designs E
through 137 are classed by their degree of
complexity, but the separation may not be
entirely valid.

Subtype 135A2 Linear design type I combined with dot
elements,

Sub-type E5A3: Linear design with combination of dot series,

Sub-type E6A1: Long complex rectangular design with
scattereddots. The design may cover an
area over six feet in length,

Sub-type E6AP: Rectilinear design with dot elements and
anjmal tracks in assoCiation.

Subtype E7A; Complex linear designs of various forms
usually with numerousdots-, sometimes in a
series. Set off from type E5A due to
complexity,

Sub-type E7AI: Complex linear designs where curved lnos
are combinedwjth straight line elements,

Sub-type ERA: Specialized linear design set off due to
its uniquenessin form but closely resembles
Sub-type 135A,

Type F: Type F includes a set of designs that clearly represent
tracks of animals and possibly humans, The element is formed by
pecking down the whole area to give a track-like depression, The
designs show the greatest control and skill in their execution,
being lfe-1ike in proportion and size in most instances. Several
animals such as rabbit, deer, bear, and-humanare apparently
representedby the designs. The tracks appearboth as a single
element or in pairs,

Sub-type F1: Elentent or design resembling a- human hand
having four fingers and a thumb set apart
from the fingers.

Sub-type F2 Design resenbling a human foot, the toes
occur separate from the pad.
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Sub-type F3a: Humanlike track esign wIth toes attached
to pad.

Sub-type F3b: Pairedhuman--like tracics with toes attached
to pad.

Sub-type F4: Track design formed by two lines forming
the pad area and with dots representing
the toes,

Sub-type F5: Design of what may be classedas a bear
track, The element is wider than the human
track,

Sub-type F6a: Track design with two round areasmaking
up the pad, toes attached,

Sub-type F6b: - Track design with double pad as in Type F6
but with toes detachedfrom pad,

Sub-type F7a: Track design with two separatetoes from
short pad,

Subtype F7b: Similar to sub-type F7a; but with toes
attached.

Sub-type F8: Design resemblingdeer tracks in shape and
size, Formed by two crescentshaped areas
resemblinghoof prints of a deer.

Sub-type F9: Design formed by paried elementsmade of a
dot and short line resemblingthe foot
print of a rabbit, -

Type H: Design formed by converging curved lines, the basic design
forms a "U" shaped figure; more lines are added to form more complex
designs.

Type H: Simple "U" design,

Sub-type Ul: Basic "U" figure with the addition of a
curved line in the central area,

- Sub-type H2: Design formed by a number of converging
curved lines. - -

Type I; Designs included in the "I" group are those using the wavy line
element, The wavy line occurs as an unmodified element, or can be
modified by dots and circles, Type ICA representscomplex curvilinear
meanderrather than a true wavy line design and may not belong in this
group, but is included here for lack of a better grouping.

Wavy line designshave often been called in the past by such terms as
"tadpole" and "snake" designs, The design element when terminatedby
a dot or circle may have representeda snake,
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Type I: Simple wavy line, may vary from three to eight or more
loops. -

Sub-type Ii.: Wavy lines placed in parallel series,

Subtype IA, Wavy lne terminated by a dot element,

Sub-type IC1
a; Wavy line element terminated by a circle,

Sub-type ICj Wavy line terminated at both ends by a
b: circle element.

Sub-type IA5Cj: Wavy line terminated by a circle and two
dots connectedby a curved line at the
other extremity. -

Sub.type 13: Complex wavy line meander.

Subtype 14C Group of curvilinear designsthat only
and 14CM group on the basis of sharing of curved

‘ines, The circle is used freely in most
examples, The wavy line is not truly
repreented in the strict sense in design
type, Dots may or may not be associated
with the lomonts, - -

Type J: Basic design element is that of a zigzag line. The element
is set off from wavy lines due to the angular and linear nature of the
element, -

Type 3: Zigzag line element occurring without any -modification,

Sub-type J A: Two or more zigzag lines parallel to each
other- with a dot or dots terminating the
element,

Type K Sub-type KEAN: Design formed around a natural feature of the
surface of the decoratedrock The technique is found at sites in the
higher Sierra Ncv5, Pla-26 where natural inclusions in the granite
surface are -modified by petroglyphs such as circles, etc. The example
at Ania-l4 elaborates a natural solution hole in the limestone surface,
This elongate cavity is one of five found on the rocks surface, but
all others appear to have had no modification. The one example makes
up one of the more interesting designs at the site, The basic con
structipn is straight lines drawn on three sides of the cavity, and a
triangular alemont at one end. Other modifying elements are dots in
clusters, an unidentifiable zoomorphic form which appears as if it
were entering the hole See Map 2, Unit 1-1-24 and 25.

Type L: Design formed by straight lines to create grids and/or ladder-
like meandersby placing the lines at right angles to each other. The
designs can be classed as rectilinear in nature,
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Sub-type Ll Designs resemblinga ladder, formed by
two parallel straight lines with three
or four lines connecting the two lines
at right angles.

Sub-type L2 Complex form of the ladder’.like designs,
and 1..2A: the two outer lines tend somewhatto

curve, dot may or may’ not be found in
association.

Sub-type L3: Numbers of straight lines cross-hatching
each other at right angles to form a
design resembling a grid,

Type M: Two designs formed by an overall triangular element,
severalwith modifying lines in the center.

Subtype M1: A simple -triangular design occurring
twice at the site.

Sub-type - M2: Triangular design where the two longer
sides tend to be curved and the base line
is straight. Lines in the enclosedarea
connect with the base line and converge
at the intersection of the two longer lipes,

Sub-type M3: Tx’iangular design with interior area
decoratedwith lines running both vertically
and horizontally to form a quite complex
meander,

Typo N: Several designs occur that resembleanimal forms. In each
casethe design is unique in its occurrence, Each of the three
des.gns in this grouping is quite different in basic construction
and represenadifferent animal in each case,

Sub-type Ni: A figure formed by a numberof straight lines
radiating from an elongate-areato form a
design resemblingperhapssome sort of
arthropodsuch-as a centipede, The basic
constructionof the design would be similar
to Type Ii elements in many respects,

Sub-type N2: A zoomorphicdesign executedin a "stick
figure" manner forming a quadrupedcreature.

Sub-type N3 Unmistakably a symbol representinga-rattle
iake, Wavy lines form the body, and rattles
re representedby a triangular figure with

erosslines, The head is triangular with dot
eyes.

Type 0; Petroglyph designs are found in direct associationwith 42
mortar cups. Designs found in this combination are classified under
a separateheadingthough in most examples incorporatepetroglyph
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elementssuch as dots, circles and line combinations, The nature
and ulacententof the’ design around the mortar indicates the glyph
was intentionally -executedto elaborate-the mortar cup.

Sub-type 01A: A mortar cup where a short series of dots
are placed along the edge,

Sub-type 02A3A6: A design where two mortar cups are decor
ated by a circle of dots and connectedby
a series of dots,

Sub.type O3Cj; Mortar cup encircled by a simple circle
element.

Sub-type 04dB: A mortar cup-with a circle which has
radiating lines or rays,

Sub..type OECj; "Spokedwheel" element with mortar cup
at the center forming th "hub",

Sub-typo O6El: Mortars with straight lines radiating
out fvom the cup.

Sub.type 071: Mortar cup with a wavy line running from
one edge.

Sub.-type 083: Mortar cup with a zigzag element running
from the edge, The mortar in this-and
the above design may representthe ter
minating dot or circle head on such
elements,

Sub-type 09: Design in unique association to mortars
at this site. Consisting of lines often
several in number, connectingtwo mortar
cups.

Sub-type 010; Rectangulardesignsradiating out from a
mortar cup; this type is unique to mortar
cups.

Sub-type 011; Pcjntcd rays around mortar cups; a van..
ation: of the above 010 design.

Subtype 0121C; brtar cup decoratedby a complex curvi
line-ar meander, Including concentric
circles or other curved line elements
connectedto a mortar cup, This sub
type has some unattachedelements.

The foregoing classification of designs on the basis of construction by
basic componentsor elementscan be utilized in a schemefor comparison and
analysis, A chartigure 6 has been preparedin an attempt to illustrate
this quantitative and inter-relationship approachto the petroglyph data,
The chart gives five levels of abstractionwhich show various aspectsof the
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material on each level; these levels can also he utilized for comparisons
with other sites Levels 1,2,, 3, and 5 mainly, We- will not attempt any
comparison at this time with this classification, but we believe it has
definite promise. The bars on the chart representpercent of occurrenceof
a particular item involved, enablingeasy visual comparison,

The first level, design typos, classifies designs on the basis of the
elements in them. This level of abstraction describes,by letter and number
designations, the type of design depicted. The occurrence of the total complex
of types can be visualized in respect to the total complex of material, The
percent refers to the total number of designs 363,

The second level illustrates the percent of the total number of designs
in which various element combinations occur; in other words, how frequently
do element combinationsoccur in the designs, For example-, the combination
of dot and line elements AE and BA occurs in 46 or 13% of the designs.
Within the data studied here, there is evidence that certain element combina
tions are favored, such as A dot with E line element. Other combinations
may be of less favor or do not occur at all, such as F track with E and A,
or we find that certain types occur essentially alone such as the D type
element. The chart indicates that no more than- three different graphic*
elements are combined in any one design,. and that the more complex combi
nations three elements such as ICA, EAF, EAI and CEA are less common than
the single and double element occurrences.

The third level illustrates the percentageof the various associations
of elements with each other. To illustrate, element C is-found in combi
nations level two with elements A, I, E, and 0, but not with elements J,
L, o,r F. Some elements occur singly, such as the F type, which has a 45:1
ratio of single occurrence to combination with a second type of element,
In contrast, element A dot is found in- a much greater combination with other
types, 82:27 ratio in favor of associations. Thus from the body of data
being studied here, we can conclude that -the most frequent combination is that
of element E lines, A dots, and C circle in forming designs, The I
wavy line element also seemsquite popular in some sets of combinations,
B line elements are most frequently included or combined with dot A
elements. The dot elements occur in greater association with other elements
A51 than in combination with its own type A2, A3, A4, not considering
random dots not included as we believe many are of a different function
than petroglyphs; i.e., acorn crackers. Therefore, designs made up wholly
of dots are rather uncommon at Mia-14,

The fourth level attempts to illustrate some stylistic groupings with
in the total complex of designs. No areas wore noted where super imposition
was present to indicate one style followed another, Weathering is believed
not to be of importance as an age indicator. The rate of surface alteration
over the outcrop does not appear to be uniform due to varying exposuresand
textures of the stone. The grouping of proposed styles is subjective, based
on results of this study, element similarities, and on previously isolated
styles Steward 1929.

The major grouping proposed is a group of elements, associated, and of
similar graphic construction; these being, for the most part, geometric in

1ortar 0 as an element, natural hole k, excluded.
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nature. This geometric style includes line E, dot A, circle - C, mortar
0, wavy linL I, curved line IL, ladder 1, zi’ac J, md triangle
M desuzn elemont occurring in that frequency Track 1 and zoomorphic
designs may not belonc here, and are considered as a separatestyle, The
geometric style accounts for 82,8% of the petroglvphs found at the site,
rho linear element is most prominent, with dots and Circles important,

Track designs are the secondproposedstyle, isolated mainly on the
basis of their complete difference in concept naturalistic from the
geometric figures, Tracks appear to depict with careful and realistic
accuracy the food print of certain animals such as bear, deer, rabbit, and
man, The style accounts for 12.8% of the petroglyph designs.

The third style is that of groove-pit, Here we have three designs, B,
BA, and D grooves, that arc generally disassociated from the other elements
and are similar to designs of this type common at potroglyph sites along the
Mokelumne River Payen, n.d. Variation of this style is found in the
Valley-Sierran area to the north Payen 1959. In both areas designs con
sisting of dots A, A2, A3 and two dots connectedby a line ARE are common
suggesting that at least -someof these designs at Ama-14 may be also associ
ated with this style. The groove-pit style -accounts-for 3,6% of the designs
and may be somewhathigher in reality.

A fourth and minor grouping of do-signs may express an additional style,
that of representationsof animals, -- The four designs listed under this
heading apparently represent-four different animals; a rattlesnake, a
lizard- ? and two-insects ?4 This grouping accounts for a little more
than one percentof the designs at the site. Only one case of association
is noted where an insect-like figure is combined with a line and dot element
around a small solution cavity Map 1, 1-1-24 and 11-25.

Level five illustrates the total complex of elements at the site,
The most important thing illustrated here, for’ our study, is the percent
of occurrence of various types of elements. One can easily see that some
forms are more abundant than others, playing a more important role in the
makeup of the petroglyphs of Ama-l4,

The relationship of Ama-l4 petroglyphs to those previously defined
style areas Steward 1929 is an interesting problem, From a superficial
inspection in 1958, the senior writer niaced the site with the Valley
Sierran petroglyphs to the north- Payen 1959, which are very closely allied
with the Great Basin style- area Steward 1929: Area A. The present analysis
indicates that Ama-14 glyphs te-nd to be dominated by linear type elements,
with the dot and circle elements of lesser imnortance, The Valley-Sierran
geometric group is definitely curvilinear with the circle dominant and with
lesser use of linear elements; thus indicating the original assumption was
not altogether correct. In fact, if the two netroglyph complexes were -
compared on lower levels in the scheme,we would most probably find even
greater differences, One can say that there a-re some designs that seem
similar to the Valley-Sierran geometric, but occur in different proportions.
There is probably influence -from this area at least in the curvilinear
elements. The design types, both geometric and track are found in the Great
Basin style area Steward 1929: Baumhoff, 1-leizer and Elsasser 1958; how
ever, the degree of frequency and association was not investigated.
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A sub..typeof the Great Basin area is that of rectilinear designs on
the western edge of the Basin area, mainly in Owens Valley, Mono Lake area
Steward 1929 220. There rema,nsthe possibility that the Ma.l4 glyphs
may be related to or influenced from this area, Also the petroglyphs
within the geographicregion of the site should a1o be considered, sites
recordedby the writers along the Mok1umne River to the west of the Vo!canc
area have revealed a series of pictographs of a predominently simple linear
type Payen,n,d,, These are made up of various simple line drawings,
wavy lines, stick figures, and simple ircles which are also found at pie
tograph sites in Yosemite National Park Bennyhoff 1956. Those seem to
make up a style distinct in itself, extending in area from the Mokelumne
River in the north toward the south to where the elaborateTulare Picto
graphs would represent a different style. This would suggest that this
style is restricted to areasoccupiedby the Miwok. The relationship of
the Ama-l4 geometricelementsto this style-is suggestedby the sharing of
dominant linear elements,but contrasting greatly jn degreeof compexity
and variety of designs,

The groove-pit type of petroglyphs of Ama..l4 prsonts a clear relation
ship of a more direct nature to element,sfound at several sites along the
Mókeluinne River that seem-to represent a secondstyle in that area Payen
n,d,, The box element around a dot is common in this area and is set ofr
from the groove-pit "Baby Rock" sites in the Valley-Sierran group Payen
1958: 80, Such groove-pit glyphs have been attributed to the control of
weather-in the north-westernsection of California 1-leizer 1953 and were
usedby the Pomo to enablewomen to bear chjldren Barrett l95, The
function of these figures in the Miwok area has not been recorded in ethno..
graphic studies,

MIDDEN SITES

Several surface indications ,f occupation areas immediately to the
north and west of the grinding rock were recorded, What annearsto be the
main occupation site lies immediately to-, the west of the rock and occupies
the surface area of a low lying knoll. The soil of the site is a charac..
teristic dark midden, with scatteredartifacts, chippage, and an abundance
of fire fractured rock. -

Few artifacts were recoveredfrom this site becauseof it proximity
to the heavily visited mortar area, cultivation, and selection and limited
developmentof this knoll for a homesiteseveral years ago. Thin site i
apparently the major village area and would therefore be worthy of exca
vation,

A second and smaller midden area occurs approximately50 yards to the
north acrossa small natural drainage. Surface artifacts were recovered
from this site and on the lower north and west end of the valley See Map 1.
Utilization of the valley by the Indians was not likely restricted to thp
midden areas alone, Evidence for this assumption is-indicated by th
abundanceof surface artifacts over the entire northern and westernhalf
of the valley.

According to the owner, Mr. Scapuccino, a historic site is located on
or near the top of a brush covered ridge to the northeastof the sites.
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Glass trade beadsare -describedas having been recovered in this area; although
after some searchingfor this site in heavy chaparral,we were unable to
locate it, However, a more intensive survey in this area is recommended.

A better understandingof the bedrockmortars could best be obtained
through intensive excavationof the occupation middens, Some- questionsas
to the duration of occupation, population size, and other important ecological
factors may be answeredthrough an approachof this type.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROTECTION

The bedrock mortar-petroglypharea is the most outstanding archeological
feature of Ama-l4, -and would be the primary attraction of the area if de
veloped for visitor use. To preservethis feature, it nvst be protected
from both natural erosion and vandalism. The nature of the rock in which the
mortar cups were ground must be taken into consideration in the planning and
developingof such a protective program. The rock, a soft limestone, is
highly susceptible to weathering, as compared to granite or basalt, This
weatheringis of two types: chemical and mechanical. The former type, i.e.,
chemical weatheringin limestone can be expressedin the following chemical
action: Water running over and collecting on the surfaceof the rock
collects CO, to form a weak acid H2C03 which reacts with the limestone to
form the solvable Ca HCO32. This processis slowly eating away the surface
of stone. Areas where this has worked to an extreme can be pointed out as
large solution cavities in the rock on the northwest edge of the outcropping.

The limestonemaking up the outcrop has small crystals in its composition,
the chemical weathering causesspacesbetweenthese crystals. This sets up
conditions which enable mechanicalweatheringto occur, -

Mechanicalweatheringis causedby water collecting in spacesand cracks
on the surface of the stone. Freezing expandsthe water causingwidening
of the cracks and spaceswhich in turn causesscaling of the surface. Large
areas of the rock show indications that this action has, in the past, removed
large areasof the surface. Large aggregationsof crystal grains in the
bottom of mortar cups and in depressionson the rock clearly indicate that
the weatheringhas effectively removed the surface in recent times, thus
obliterating the petroglyphs.

A great degree of alteration of the surface is also causedby intentional
vandalismand by a process of ab-rasion, This abrasion is causedby walking
over the surface of the comparativelysoft rock with hard soled shoes. The
defacementhas been in the form of initials and dates scratchedon the areas
which contain petroglyphs. This vandalismwas at a minimum up t the time
of announcementfor development,since then uncontrolled visitation has
causedan increase in defacement. Visitations by Scout troops are credited
with having done at least some of this damage in the past several years.
This points out need for educationof such groups along lines of archeo
logical conservation; archeological sites are as much a part of the natural
resourceand heritage as are the forests of California and the United States.

A program for protection will have to take into account the foregoing -
factors. The authors realize the conflict involved in such matters, where
means of protection would conflict with the natural setting desirable in



interpretive development, To stop the most marked defacementwalking over
the surfaceof the feature and willful vandalism will require fencing off
the mortar rock. The less severe,but ever presentnatural weathering
could be preventedor at least slowed by constructionof a roof over the
feature,

It is the writers’ opinion that the constructionof such protections
are a must; the natural setting of the stone in the valley will have to be
changedin these respects. Here one must keep in mind that an archeological
site is made by man of an extinct culture; a site often is a fragile sign,
which is susceptibleto eradication. If it is to be saved, the site must
be protected from the destructive forces inherent in the environment.
Archeological remains are unlike a forest or wildlife, which can be re
plenished; they must be protected at the start if they are to be kept for
future generations.

SUMMARY

The bedrock mortar feature of Aina-14 can be cited as probably the
largest single aggregationof mortars at one site within California. The
total of 1,185 mortar cups is far greater than the averagebedrock mortar
site in the Central Sierra, Questionsstill remain as to population of:
the site area; the great number of mortars may be the result of a moderate-
to-large population. But the number of mortars alone cannot be taken as
an indicator of population size at this site as has been done in the Yosemite
area Bennyhoff 1956, Limestone, being relatively soft, wears down at a
much faster rate than does granite. But even with this factor, that of
limestone being a softer stone, other bedrock mortar sites in limestone
and even softer rock in connectionwith large midden sites do not reach the
proportions of the Amador feature. The rate of wear could be determined
through controlled experimental tests. Excavation of the accompanying
midden deposits would probably give some clue as to the duration of occu
pation and size of the site, and a clue to the population density at a
given time.

About 3% of the mortars are parts of petroglyphs. Such an association
seemsto be unique. The main body of the petroglyphsare scattered in the
spacebetweenmortars and in a "band" running the length of the outcrop.
In the case of the mortars, the petroglyphsmay representa purely decorative
art, Similar designs occur on basketsand other objects of daily use. -The
majority of the petroglyphsrecordedat the site, however, may have served
a function other than decoration. The representationof tracks of various
game animals may have had somethingto do with hunting magic, or totemism,
inasmuchas the Miwok were zoologically oriented with respect to kinship
terminologies, cults, and myths Gifford 1916, 1926; Merriam 1910.

Stylistic relationships of the petroglyphs seem to be to the Great
Basin. The glyphs, however, do show some ties with the petroglyph and -
pictograph traditions of the Valley-Sierran and Mokelumne River areas,
One may surmise that Ama-l4 is in a receptive situation where at least in
historic times the Miwok had contact with and were influencedby several
neighboringethnic groups such as the Maidu, Washo, Mono and Yokuts, This
may, in part, account for the strong ties with several of theseareas in
petroglyph style rather than the rest of the Miwok area, The petroglyph
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style representedis largely that of a geometrictype with a heavy use of
linear, dot, and circle elements. Naturalistic track designs may represent
a separatestyle as well as groove-pit types. More survey in this region
may reveal additional petroglyph sites of this type, but at the present
time the complex of petroglyphs at Ama-l4 appearsto be apart in style from
other known sites in the area,

The probable,abandonmentof the Site may have occurred around the
1850’s when the pressureof the Gold Rush convergedon the rich gravels in
the immediate vicinity-of the site Crosley 1957. Periodic use of this
site apparentlyhas occurred after this date as suggestedin information
contributed by Mr, Scapuccino. lie was told by "old timers" that Indians
came to the grinding rock area for dances and "picnics", staying for a week
or so. He believes this to have been during the 1870’s and 1880’s. Limited
interviews during a days’ trip to local Indians at West Point and Sheep
Ranch produced little information, primarily due to a lack of knowledge of
old ways on the part of the younger informants, and to the limited number
of older informants. However, this sourve of information should be further
investigatedas soon as possible while the few remaining informants are
still living. One informant at West PoInt claimed-knowledge of the sites -
and stated that cups or mortars were called the-se or tco-se. This cor
responds-tothe name of-mortar cups given by -Barrett and -Gifford 1933,
but we were unable to secure an aboriginal place name for the site from
the informant, He insisted that the aboriginal name was Volcano,

The site, as well as the adoining terrain, offers an excellent oppor
tunity for an interpretive program if the area is developed for visitor use.
Village sites and large oak trees within the valley additionally present a
situation in which the objects to be displayedare in a suitable environ
ment. There are few- placeswhere-such an opportunity is now present,nd
yet within easy reach of large population centers. Here exists an oppor
tunity to provide the visitor with an understandingand insight of the daily
life processesand ecological adaptation of the Indians of California.

Thought should be given to the utilization of the purely petroglyph
aspectsof the site. The "mystery" of the meaning of the glyphs would be
of substantial interest to the averagevisitor. The use of light effects
over the surface of the outcrop at night-to bring out the obscure symbols
would be of major interest in a -"campfire-type" program, -

In California, at the present time, Ama-l4 is probably the most out
standingmonument to illustrate a past way of life which saw the ‘acorns
and other seed plants, as dominant items in the-economy’of a hunting and
gathering society, The opportunity for the preservationof such a monument
will never agajt be given the people of California. Without immediate
protection from vandalism, this great work of native industry will not
long endure,
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APPENDIX A

A NOTE ON CAVES OF TFE VOLCANO, CALIPORNIA ARA
WITH RESPECT TO ARCHEOLOGY

by
Leigh A. Readdy

Sacramento Speleological Society

Caves and cave deposits have often-been linked with man. Becauseof
this history of association, Louis Payen suggested‘that the athor present
this small addendum concerning various caves in the area of Volcano, Cali..
fornia, to be considered as part of-his report,

Masonic Cave. This cave is located in a small j1l of limestone ust
acrossSutter Creek from Volcano. It is of historic interet, In that it
was used for the first five meetings of the local lodge of Masons in 1854.
The Indians used this same bill of limestoneas a grj.nding place, and nany
mortar holes are to be seennear the cave entrances, It seemsnot too
improbable that the Indians made use of the cave from time to time, although
no definite study has been made from the archeological standpoint,

[ye’s Hill Cave. Another small cave near the town Is reported to con
sist of one main room 15 feet high and about 30 fee in diameter, The cave
entranceis a vertical fissure which coul4 have acted a a deathtrap to
animal and man alike. Also, it is not uncommon for vertical cavesof the
Mother Lode region to be used as places of easy burial Heizer l9SZ. Thus
cavessuch as lye’s Hill cave should be kept in mind as likely archeological
sites,

Black Chasm, This cave has been describedas one of California’s most
dangerouscaves; in this writer’s opinion this is quite true, Two small
entranceslead to a steepmud slope which terminates in a vertical drop
of over 100 feet to a lake. Any animal or object falling inthe entrances
would eventually find itself at the bottom of the lake. It is quite possib
that Black chasm could prove to be an archeological site. This cave is
under study by the San FranciscoBay chapter of the National Speleological
Society. The cave is under leaseby the Nature Conservancyand entry is
by permit only.

From the foregoing it is apparent that the caves of this area could
quite conceivabybe of interest to the acheo1ogist, In the near future
a rapid reconnaissanceof these caveswill be made, with respect to their
possible archeologicalsignificance.
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF DEPTH AND DIAMETER OF MORTARS
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Diameter -Depth Volume in cc Diameter Depth Volume in cc

45 1.0 40 6,5 5.0 1210
5.0 2.0 220 6.5 6,0 1540
5.0 2.5 310 7.0 6.5 2120
6.0 2.5 3-40 7,75 6,5 2120
5.5 3.0 510 7,5 8,0 2510
5.0 3,0 520 8,0 8,5 3310
6.0 3,5 700 9,0 10,0 4000
5.5 4.0 710 8,5 9,5 4200
6.0 3,5 74 10,0 9,0 4700
6.5 4.0 800 - -
6.0 4.5 920
6,0 4.0 930
6.5 4,0 1110

Figure 4. Random sample of 22 mortar pits showing measuredvolume.
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TYPE DESIGN No. %
-

LOCATION ON OUTCROP Map #2

A

. * a*

A *‘ ...
8 2.216 C36, Dli, E16, E12, 1120, 125,

I * J27, L18

11 3.047 B19, C8, C18, E3, H22, 115,

A2 L12, L15, M16, M28, 010

:r..
43 5 1.375 F3, 121, J28, 119, H28

A4 3 .831 D10, F35, K19

A5E 1 .277 C35

451 3 .831 G35, 121, 119

B c £1 2 .554 G28, N29

B14
- 3 .831 E7, 18, L14

12 3.470 D8, D8, D9, D13, F2, F35, G5,
1121, 111, L14, L15, 1414

C2 6 1.662 H19, 1123, J29, K10, 112, 1415

C3 6 1.662 D36, E8, G29, 123, L13, M16

C4
5 1.375 1117, 120, K12, L13, L25

:?S: 1 .277 L14

C2A4
FIGURE 8



C16, D6,
K14, 114

B7, B36,
D12, D14,
G23, G30,
120, .J28,
Lii, LiS,

1129, 113]., 1135, K1.4,

C8, C1Q, C13, C15, D8,
D33, ElO, E16, G5, G6,
113, 118, H2]., 1124, 1125,
Ku, K12, K15, 1.19, L20,
M14, 09

TYPE DESION No 7. WCIONM2N yCROP

C7, C8, D36, 127, KZ0, Ui,
144, 010

D15

G13, 127

1.14

C16

117, 117, 11.0

G6, 1127, 1128, 126

B32, E16, F29

E16

CA

C34

C44

C,4&q

C,E

C2E

C,E3

C1EA

C5

D

E,

E2

E,A

0

S
*

0’

I IDa,

/II’j/
,‘ijf

it/it 1

8

1

2

1

1

3

4

3

1

8

33

5

5

2,216

.277

.554

.277

.277

3l

1.108

831.

.277

2.216

9.141

1.375

1.375

C8, 07, 120, 126, Lii

E13, 06, G6, 1121., 120

FIGURE 9



TYPE DESIGN No. "
LOCATION ON OUTCROP

See Map #2

nrnu1fl

iT

: -

1

4

1

18

ii

7

7

1

5

3

1

1

.277

1.108

.277

4.986

3.047

1.911

1.911

.277

1.375

.831

.277

.277

G32

D30, 1124, 1130, M15

K12

D8,
122,
L16,

D1O, G7, G28, 029, 1130, J1O,
K13, Lii, L12, L14, L18

G28, H26, H28, 127, 129, 310,
Ki 2

H22,
Li 3

Dli, D17, E4, E8, Eli, F28,
126, 1126, L12, L15, L16,
L17, M14, 1416, 010

116, 312, 321, J21, L12,

H23, 124

G8, 08, 1131, 126, LiZ

118, 320, K18

127

Jil

E3

E4

E4A

E5

E542

E5A3

E64

E6AF

E7A

E741

E8A

FIGURE 10



TYPE DESIGN No. %
LOCATION ON OUTCROP

See Map #2

4 1.108

i .277

2 .554

1 .277

14 3.878

2 .554

1 .277

1 .277

1 .277

9 2.493

8 2.216

7 1.911

C8, C9, E15, H15

C9, D1O

C7, D8, D9, Dl0, D36, EiO,
029, 1121, 1130, 124

Dli, G27

Bi4, CiO, D9, 1127, 128, 114,
K14, L14, 1416

dO, D8, D12, 114, 114, Li3,
L18, M14

F28, 1121, 127, 314, Lii, L14,
M14

Dii

126

.115

H35

Li8

F

F30

F4

F5

Feb

F70

Fib

F8

F9

H1

.
.**.

..

11*

I,

FIGURE ii



U

Jp

D17, 1128, 13.8, 1114

114, 1125, 3.22, 129

D35, 1122, 311, 111, 13.8,
L5, LiZ

D36, 130

D23, 1123., 321! 1.14

Di6, D36, 119, [22, Sb,
112, 118

121, 1.17

C8, 1129, 112, 120, 122

D9, EU.

TYPE

---

DESIGN

,*---

No.
ICAtXO

SeeMap
ONO1TROP

#2

H2

H3

II

IA

IC’0

IC,b

1A5C1

13

I4CA

JI

J2A

4

4

8

2

5

7

3.

2

3.

13

5

2

1.108

1.108

2.2i6

.554

1.375

1,911

.277

554

.277

3.747

1.374

.554

120

117

D9, 117, 118, 1127, 11.6, 13.7,
127, 128, 33.2, K6, içii, 118,
146, 1413

- !IGU1 -



TYPE DESIGN No
.-

7
°

* 1OCTION ON OUTCROP
See Ma #2

‘I

1

3

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

.277

.831

.831

.831

554

.277

.277

.277

.277

277

1124! H25

GlO, Ill, 323.

G3, H23, 329

B14, 120, L15

C8, 08

115

3.26

1125

1i5

110

KEAN

L,

L2A

L3

M1

M2

M3

N,

N2

N3

FIGURE13



TYPE DESIGN No. - °

LOCATION ON OUTCROP
SeeMap#2

* *
.. . .1:1;

*Jf

.J

*!
c7
IN

*Z7
Li

1

1

3

1.

3

16

1

1

5

3

1

2

.277

.277

.831

.277

.831

4.415

.277

.277

i.375

.831

.277

.554

C8

010

33, D6, Iii

E4

G27, Hi6, 1118

C8,
E9,
K15,

C9, C16, 09, 09, 010, 035,
E9, P28, H15 1130, 128,
L14, 1.15

035

08

F28, P29, F29, G29, 030

G27, G28, F28

114

G30, L13

O,A

0243A6

03C1

04C,E

O5EC,

06E,

oh

08’J

09

011

0121C
FIGURE 14


